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NEWS LETTER NO 1

UPDATE. 
                As you can see its all go at the Myers's winter quarters. It's a 
later start this year but as the weather has been, it's about right.

For our spring / summer trip this year we are staying in the U.K.
1 night at Brownhills Newark (warranty work on camper) 10th April
5 days in London
7 days in east Kent (a area we missed last year)

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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10 days in West Sussex
20 days in Jersey
7 days in Guernsey (hotel)
8 days back in Jersey
5 days New Forest
26 days along the Dorset and South Devon coast
3 days at Cheddar Gorge
3 days in Bath
5 days in Bristol
Back home.  22Nd July
Touring in the U.K. Takes a lot more preparation time than Europe, In Europe 
you simply book your channel crossing and off you go, stopping at aires, stela 
platz's or simply pulling into a camp-site,staying as long as you like or moving 
the next day. On the other hand in the U.K. You have to book the whole trip 
in advance deciding where you want to stay and for how long, often paying a 
deposit. On this trip I had 24 different bookings to make.

Camper Bits
This winter I have not done much to the van, just a few little jobs on the 
electrics. The first thing I did was change all the coax (t.v.) plugs to satellite 
screw in type, the coax plugs, with the vibration would come slack and cause 
poor reception.
All of the internal lights were l.e.d. Except the 2 in the extraction hood and 
we found we were using these a lot so I have changed them to l.e.d. Thus 
dropping the power consumption from 2 x 20w  to   2 x 4w which makes a 
big saving when not on a electric site.
The best job was changing the outside light
it had 4 tungsten lamps which did not give
off much light and I accidently left it on all
one night and it started to burn. So I have 
changed it.
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The new one as you can see is l.e.d.
Made of aluminium and has a rain 
groove around the top to stop rain 
dripping down the door. (and I like the 
look of it)

Dislike of the Day
French motor home electricians who don’t know that red is positive not black.

Like of the Day
Autoglym caravan and motorhome spray cleaner.

Summary
The U.K. Is a beautiful country with some of the best beaches in the world, 
fantastic mountains and lakes, pretty villages and a lovely green countryside 
all that spoils it can be the weather. I think we all deserve a good summer, so 
we can enjoy this beautiful country.
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